February 28, 2013

Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH, and Haiti:
On behalf of the Executive Committee of AHDH, Inc., please, allow me to share with you our mission
report on AHDH’s Winter 2013 Medical & Educational Mission, our 56th since 1986, which took
place from February 1, thru February 17, 2013.
2013! A brand new year! And already started on the best footing!
Making a difference, no matter how small, in quite a few lives, while, as some say, expanding our Karma.
Yes! 21 volunteers flying from different parts of the US (MA, NY, MD, OH, TX, LA), joined by 5 local
practitioners, (Did you read Efficient Solidarity?) and numbers of RN students, attended the medical and
educational needs of our less fortunate brethren.
What a privilege to report on this other extraordinarily blessed mission, when you happen to be a front
seat witness to so much goodness – witnessing “Real people doing almost sur-real works in HIS
field”, as we mentioned in our July 2012 report!
Such an elation, to be in the company of members and volunteers embarked, mind and soul, in doing
extraordinary acts of agape, solidarity and hope-building.
Here they are: Mission Accomplished!

!
Incredible how much was done in such a short time.
Let us start with sight and vision:
Try to imagine 32 of our fellow brethren afflicted by cataract, unable to see. All recovered their sight!
{We wish we could just use mud and spit, as our Brother (John 9:6), but we were already provided the science and
wherewithal to do it. We just had to use them. Hopefully more and more of our colleagues come to that realization}

And useless to tell how grateful (and prayerful) those 32 are.
And imagine same accomplishment with each mission. Infatigable Anika and Reynold! Our heroes!

Left: Anika(MD,
N.Y) and
Reynold (MD,
Haiti). teaming
up once more,
while training
Jacmel campus
UNDH’s R.N
students

Besides the 300 plus brethren whose vision has been restored:
Please, note: Former
expat., Antonica., yellow
top, back home, so supportive, every trip, now
training UNDH’s RN
student, at our eyeglasses
shop

Under the
supervision of Jen
(Optom., N.Y), at
her first trip but
likely not her last
one….

….With such a high demand
Likewise, the dental clinic was a busy one:

Zishan, left, (DDS, Maryland) and newly graduated and
appointed staff dentist, Patrick (DDS, Haiti), right, continuing
their most effective collaboration

So was our ENT Clinic: Phoebe (MD, ENT, Haiti), we are so grateful to have you, indeed the first time
ever (except for Mike D., during the earthquake crisis). Thanks for all the surgeries and medical Rx.
And in the OR, the flow was constant: General surgery, Obstetrical surgery, ENT, all areas on demand:
From infant:

Little Yves-Noicka, 4yr., surrounded by Arshi, left
(MD, Head of Aanesthesio, Crowley, LA),
Stephanie (CRNA, Haiti) and Marie May, right,
(MD, surgeon, Haiti, remarkable supporter of our
mission, featured in our Summer 2012 report), all
reassuring her that she will be ok

..to adults, and challenging ones:

Case being presented to Roger, left (MD, surgeon, Texas) by Florence (MD, Haiti/Cuba),
center, with red folder, Medical Director, Hop. St. Joseph) for surgery.

But with AHDH, it is a family affair:
Amelia (RN, Texas) (“Mme Roger”, as she’ll
have to resign herself to be called, in Haiti), will
not be found too far, adding her gentle touch
to relieve also some anxiety, as she has been
so graciously doing over the last 3 years.
Daughter, Ritha, (MD, Surgery), another
pearl of the family, has been very much
missed.

And.. you may be on

your first trip and find
your way to alleviate
anxiety: Either a Gyn
patient: Marie Rosa, left
(N.Y) and Mary, (NP/FP,
LA), center, with an
obviously happy patient;
or (right photo) Anne
Gladys (NY), center,
reassuring a FSIL student
performing gavage.

While some refuse
to buy the age
excuse not to come
back home and
offer expertise and
teaching skills
acquired: Paulette,
left (RN, N.Y.), on
her 1st mission,
training CNA
student; Andre ,
right, (MD, NY) on
countless trip.
Both (of course) ….

…..excellent dancers.. (You may have dificulty seing Paulette behind Andre, but she is there)

What about our Pediatricians and their angels?
Either attending those little ones: Left, Anisa (MD, Senior Resident, Ohio), and Nicole (MD, Ped., LA)…

.

..or on stand-by, always ready on short notice to join the OR team:

..for a Cesarean Section, to take control of that little bunch on their way out, unfortunately coming both

the wrong end (breech/buttocks): Once more, 2 lives were grabbed from the claws of death, making a
dent in the dismal neonatal mortality stats there, thanks to the ability to perform ultrasound and prompt
surgery, and such staff ready to go. This case turned out also to be a rare medical condition for twins
(dichorionic with fused placentae with anastomosis and TTTS, twin twin transfusion syndrome)

Nicole, left, and Anisa handling twins. Opportunity also to work with hospital staff: Mrie Paule(CNA,pink)

Relieved mom with her little bunch.
Training? Yes!
This trip was indeed a Grande Premiere for our program:
1) Anesthesia: 2 residents from UEH (Universite d’Etat d’Haiti, Port-Au-Prince), Carlos, Chief Resident
(below, gray top), and Carlo, HO-2 (dark green top) volunteered last November with us. They must have
given an earful to their chairman. Now dispatched for a formal Clinical Rotation at Hopital St. Joseph,
under the supervision of Arshavir Michael, MD, Head of Anesthesia at American Legion Hospital, Louisiana.

After a week of hands-on training, they proudly received their certificate from their preceptor (Arshi,
sitting) surrounded by the OR team: Sandra, Circulating RN (flower top); Diane, Scrub RN (without cap),
and Roger (MD, General and Chest surgeon,Texas), right.

.
While wishing them success, we intend to welcome more residents in June, and hopefully we can attract
them to our campus, once our means allow for such an addition (Let’s pray on it).
2) We mentionned Anisa (pediatrician), earlier, but failed to mention that she is also on Clinical Rotation
from The Christ Hospital/University of Cincinnati Family Medicine Residency Program on Global
Health-Haiti. It was a delight to have her during the whole span of the mission, and I am sure Dr. Nicole
V. Michael (Pediatrics, below left, on left), her preceptor, share that appreciation.

3) Besides UEH and University of Cincinnati , we welcomed, once more, 2 senior RN students from
FSIL (Faculte des Sciences Infirmieres a Leogane/Universite Episcopale d’Haiti).
nd
nd
After a week of clinical practice, Micarna, 2 from left, and Liliane, 2 from right, received from their
trainers, Sandra (RN, center) and Diane (RN) their Clinical Rotation Certificate. Below, right: Micarna
performing gavage under Nicole’s (MD/Ped.) supervision; Michel, green top, from UNDH observing..

And academia didn’t stop there: We had a half dozen students from UNDH/Jacmel Campus (Universite
Notre Dame d’Haiti), university some of you must be familiar with (see February 2012, and November
2012 Mission Reports at www.haitiahdh.org). So far the arrangements are still informal with the support
of our ophthalmologist colleague, Reynold, as we are waiting to have our outpatient department fully
developed before embarking on inviting more trainees.
They were preceptored by Mary Alice (RN/CNMW), below left, teaching Michel pre and post-op nursing
skills, as well as from the ophthalmo OR, the eye clinic (see above), Ob-Gyn clinic, Pediatric clinic (below
with Anne Gladys (NY) etc.

Regarding UNDH/Jacmel Campus, as many of you know, since the Fall of 2012, AHDH has been
fortunate to find sponsors to place now up to 12 students to be educated in nursing and management , as
we expect them to come back home and be the futures “cadres superieurs” of Hopital St Joseph, in a not
so distant future.
They were visiting, as shown below, to receive their stethoscopes and blood pressure machines, sent by
their parrains/marraines. Yes! They are growing up fast!

Needless to stress that AHDH is elated with such progress, as Hopital St. Joseph is envisioned as a
campus to treat, educate and do research.(see our Summer 2012 mission report on hypertension study).

Quite a few important actors were quietly performing crucial tasks in the background (making us look
good): There is no dispensing of Rx if Elsie (MD, Baton Rouge), below, is not running our pharmacy..

and no AC in the ORs if Rob (Mechanical Eng., Boston), below left, and Georges (Mech. Eng, Boston), below center,
were to go on strike…

But unlikely will this to happen as we let the gentleman behind the camera, Carl, who provides all those
illustrative photos, and doing everything else in between (above right, with Rob) is allowed to hang out
with them. Thanks again, Carl.
A

This trip was also an opportunity to keep an eye on some young patients very close to our heart:
Elizabeth (below, left, striped top) who exactly a year ago got her heart defect corrected in New Orleans
(HeartGift and Children Hosp.); and Evelyne (with cast on right leg), affected with a terrible congenital
bone defect making her prone for bone bending/fracture.
An angel-colleague in practice in Port-Au-Prince, Adrien, came our way via his wife, Geralda, an MD
also, who came to visit our mission last July. And, Hop! she advocated her cause. Our gratitude is forever.

On the General education front:
Xavier University, once more, was making its presence felt at the Lycee Philippe Jules (public H.S):
With funds provided by its club, Haiti Cherie, we acquired a 4.5kw diesel generator and 10 flat screen
monitors; to cut on energy demand, for their computer class, which will get them going, while hoping we
can help them with a solar energy system soon, the generator will remain their backup for cloudy days.

The Next Phase at Hopital St Joseph? Outpatient Clinics! Outpatient Clinics!
Once more AHDH had the privilege of not only having 21 plus dedicated volunteers to join our 56th
mission, but volunteers deeply involved in the progress of our mission.
Here they are (below) taking a tour of the lot we acquired 2 years ago (again, our gratitude to
SFH/Switzerland, TFMCT/Crowley, LA, the Crowley Rotary Club) with Bede (blue folder in hand), one of
the dedicated CODEVA civil engineers (Ing. Francois was not available that day).

After offering their ideas, perspectives and info along their respective medical specialty, while committing

their support to see that phase of our future medical center implemented, here is a draft offered by the
engineers, (which you can expand by copying it first), and note that only the lower half of it addresses the
addition we are contemplating:
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There is no question we sorely need that addition to complete the campus infrastructures, as we need to
provide, at a larger and larger scale and spectrum of health cares, adequate services to that population of
60,000 plus souls.
We already mobilized some support but, looking at the tentative estimate we just received from the
engineers, a lot more mobilization is needed.
Please, don’t stay on the sideline: If you don’t pitch in, it is not going to happen, as you say you wish it to
happen.
Or, remember “If It’s Going to Be, It’s up to Me” (Robert H. Schuller)
We have been so fortunate to have that community’s (CODEVA’s) dream of a good medical center
supported by so many throughout the years, we are confident that that virtuous circle won’t end any time
soon.
Here, we would like to acknowledge some of them here, as they are so instrumental in our progresses:

-Alcon Laboratories, Inc. (TX), who provides us each year thousands of dollars’ worth of supplies for
eye surgeries,
-Hemocue, A Quest Diagnostics Company (CA), for providing us hundreds of dollars of materials for
blood count testing, so crucial before operating our patients,
-Dr. Y. Major who ceaselessly allow us to take her focometer machine even when she is not coming for
the trip,
-And, for our last mission, the following persons: “Dr. Carolle”, Richard C. (MD), Jn Marie and Arlette,
Joel A. (MD), Karine B., Tony R., Angela V., Marie Jo., Rickie and his wife etc.
And to All of you, praiseworthy, thank you for your extraordinary accomplishments.
We know you had to sacrifice a lot to be with us –vacation, family obligations, financial ressources, you
name it- but it is so heart warming to see that you chose the Preferential Option for the Poor and
Vulnerable. And I am sure you know HE is taking ample note of your acts (James 2:20 and Mat. 25:14 on)
- enhancing more solidarity across our little fragile blue planet.

Mille mercis encore,
Cordialement,
Charles
(Charles René, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Co-Founder, Treasurer,
Director of Projects in Haiti)

www.haitiahdh.org

P.S: Next Mission:
Our beloved Coordinatrice, Dr. Nicole V-Michael, is already at work for AHDH’s Summer 2013
Medical/Educational Mission, our 57th, from June 21 thru July 7, 2013. Quite a few volunteers already
have lined up. Soon you make up your mind, please send her a note ASAP: michaelnvm@yahoo.com

==============================================================
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